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Now she regretted it, but if she still couldn't change, she would completely fade away in endless

remorse!

Ling Yun knew that Shen Xiyan wasn't lying, but the problem was that she didn't
know what to do to stop either. Both of them were desperate, but there was nothing they could do.

Shen Xiyan had exhausted all her options, but to no avail. All the power she
possessed now came from the Sea of Blood, so how could she possibly use her own minuscule

power to resist the erosion of the entire Sea of Blood!

Besides, using the power of the Sea of Blood to fight the Sea of Blood, wasn't that
bullshit?

After hours of torment, Shen Xiyan's condition had not improved in the slightest,
but had instead become more and more serious, things were getting serious!

"Master, have you really decided?"

Red Dragon, who had been silent, suddenly spoke up. Red Dragon was the dragon
soul sealed in the floating belt, and it was Shen Xiyan who released it, freeing it from the fate of

becoming a weapon spirit and regaining its freedom.



"I have decided!"

"Master, this process will be very painful, can you bear it?" The Red Dragon spoke
again.

"I can! Even if it's cramping and cone piercing pain, I can endure it all! I, Shen
Xiyan, will not regret pursuing for love in this life!" Shen Xiyan's gaze gradually became firm,
even the bloody killing coldness in her eyes dissipated a little, and her gaze could not help but

clear up a little.

"I believe master can." The red dragon smiled gratefully, then looked up to the

sky and roared, the entire sea of blood resounding with the sad and unforgiving cry of the red

dragon.

"You, what are you going to do!" Shen Xiyan suddenly had a bad feeling, this
didn't look like anything good!

"Master, goodbye." Red Dragon didn't answer Shen Xiyan's words, it just said
goodbye to Shen Xiyan and directly dived head first into Shen Xiyan's body.

Shen Xiyan immediately let out a miserable cry, that cone of pain that pierced her
heart, a pain so severe that even her soul twitched!



The two hearts and souls were now connected, and Ling Yun's situation was no
better than Shen Xiyan's.

However, Ling Yun did not dare to withdraw from her mind-mind connection,
she had to grit her teeth and hold on to the pain!

Ling Yun's body was also screaming in agony, which scared Lin Hao, was Shen
Xiyan's situation more serious? Was the matter with Shen Xiyan even more serious? Was Ling

Yun also involved?

Fortunately, Ao Dog, who had learned the inside story, rushed over and stopped

the agitated Lin Hao, otherwise Lin Hao would have broken the divine bridge and the

consequences would have been unthinkable.

He wanted to change the name, but the Dragon King didn't agree with him, which
made him depressed, but there was nothing he could do.

"Red Dragon ......" Shen Xiyan wanted to stop Red Dragon from using its own

supreme dragon soul to stop the secret method from working, consuming the dragon soul to
constantly destroy and counteract the side effects of the Blood Sea Heart Condensation secret
method.

But this would also mean that the Red Dragon would completely vanish into thin
air, leaving not even a trace, no past, and no future.



But Shen Xiyan could not say it, if Red Dragon did not do this, the operation of the
technique would not stop, and she would gradually be reduced to a killing soldier.

Shen Xiyan shed tears and hissed in pain, one because it really hurt, and the other
because Red Dragon's dragon soul, as she watched it dissipate, was simply powerless.

The pain in Shen Xiyan's heart, the remorse and complex emotions in Shen

Xiyan's heart, Ling Yun was able to clearly feel and empathize with her, and her tears

unconsciously flowed down.

After several days of torture and pain, it is finally over, the red dragon's dragon
soul is only a trace left, the blood sea heart condensation secret method has also completely

stopped, Shen Xiyan now solid body form, also will not become illusory because of the presence
of spirit rhyme, or even disappeared.

But Shen Xiyan silk? The fact is that she is not a happy person. Not happy at all,
tears couldn't stop falling down, looking at the little dragon cupped in her hand, that fragile look
that could dissipate at any moment.

"Master, don't cry, back then that person told me when he saved my life, today I
have to do all this, at that time I knew that I had actually been arranged a long time ago, death and
dissipation was predestined."
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The Dragon Soul of the Red Dragon spoke very weakly, but instead of sadness and anger, there
was more than a hint of relief on his face, "Master there is no need to feel sorry for me, at first I



was angry and resentful when I learnt that my fate had been ordained long ago, but now I am not

angry, instead I thank you for allowing my lingering divine soul to truly live once more ......"

The dragon soul spat out the last word, and the dragon soul also completely

dissipated, turning into a dot of crimson light scattered around, eventually annihilating in the
surrounding space, leaving no trace, but its shadow remained in Shen Xiyan's heart.

Shen Xiyan was incomparably sad, but she did not change this fact: "Red Dragon,
you will always live in my heart, don't worry, I will never forget you."

Shen Xiyan dried her tears and looked up at the figure of Ling Yun, who was
reflected in the void not far in front of her, Shen Xiyan asked Ling Yun, "Sister Ling Yun, is Lin
Hao okay now?"

"He is fine now, don't worry, I won't let anything happen to him, we are also
looking for a solution to the Xuan Yuan Sword curse as soon as possible, it won't be long before

you can leave here, Lin Hao and I are both working on it." Ling Yun smiled and replied, but her
smile was a bit forced, although she was willing and made a vow, but the day Shen Xiyan
returned was the day she left, it was always hard to let go.

"Also, a lot of things have happened in your family recently." Ling Yun told Shen

Xiyan all the things that had happened in these days, listening to Shen Xiyan's frown, chagrined at
her lack of strength and this damn Xuan Yuan Sword curse, otherwise why would she be trapped

here, she should have gone to endure all this with Lin Hao!

"Sister Ling Yun, thank you for taking care of my Lin Hao these days, I've really
caused you trouble." Shen Xiyan thanked Ling Yun from the bottom of her heart.



Ling Yun rolled her eyes in amusement, "Are you being grateful to me? You are

clearly declaring the Lord with me? The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the situation.
Right, right? And your family Lin Hao, do you want to be more obvious."

"I didn't, I really didn't! Just said it in passing." Shen Xiyan hurriedly waved her

hand.

"You two little girls aren't finished are you? You mean it's an online video link?
You don't have to squeeze me like that." Chen Beixuan's voice was full of displeasure, these two
women were still chatting and not finished yet?

The two women had been chatting for two to three hours, and the trend was

endless.

Besides, if he didn't curse, the old loach probably wanted to curse, the divine path
is not easier than opening the divine bridge.

"Old son of a bitch, you deserve it, let you calculate all this!" Ling Yun disliked

him angrily, but didn't go too far and looked at Shen Xiyan, "Xiyan, don't worry, I will find a

solution to the curse with Lin Hao as soon as possible, I believe you won't complain when you go
back."

Shen Xiyan had talked to Ling Yun for so long and trusted her, waving her hand,
"It's fine, you guys shouldn't take too much risk, it's okay if it takes a little longer, I know you'll
protect Lin Hao."



Shen Xiyan hadn't thought of sharing her man with other women, let alone sharing
her man with other women!

Yet she understood Ling Yun, she and Lin Hao were not destined to be together,
but let them spend a little more time together, this was something Shen Xiyan still had the

measure for. In the deep sea, above the Dragon Palace, the haze of light dispersed, the divine
bridge collapsed, the divine dao died, and Ling Yun severed her connection with Shen Xiyan.

However, Ling Yun's state did not seem right, her whole body looked a bit

depressed, and she could not even maintain her grip on the air. Lin Hao rose to the sky and helped
the falling Ling Yun, his face full of worry.

Ling Yun gave Lin Hao a relieved smile, "I'm fine, and so is Xiyan. When we

meet again, you will definitely be able to see the new Xiyan, and I hope it will bring you a

surprise."

"Phew, it's good that she's alright." Hearing that Shen Xiyan was fine, Lin Hao
secretly breathed a sigh of relief, as for the surprise or not, he didn't care much, just don't be
shocked.
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Seeing that Lin Hao didn't seem too taken with the surprise, Ling Yun didn't say anything, and
then the two of them fell from the air.



Ao Dog just wanted to go up and ask questions, but suddenly a voice appeared in
his head, Ao Dog had no choice but to go and face the old Dragon King.

Ao Dog landed in front of the huge dragon head, and the huge dragon eyes slowly?
Close whisk er whisk serve whisk west close? slowly opened: "Do you know the core plan of my

dragon clan?"

"Yes, isn't it just to attach to the Son of Heaven's Destiny, thus relieving my

dragon clan's plight, so that it is no longer limited to only me to set foot in the divine land, and
also considered a meritorious servant of the Immortal Court, when the new Immortal Court is

established, my dragon clan is bound to have a place too, isn't it?" Ao Dog scratched his head,
hadn't he been shouting this slogan for tens of thousands of years?

He had waited more than 20,000 years for the Son of Heaven's Destiny to appear,
so even the little kids of the Dragon Clan knew about it, right?

Of course, the little brat that Ao Dog was talking about was a dragon who was
already thousands of years old.

The old dragon king's brow was furrowed as he stared at his only son in front of

him with hatred.

Ao Inu scratched his head in some embarrassment, "Hardly, isn't it?"



"It's alright, you let that human little fellow come up." The old Dragon King spoke
in a muffled voice.

Ao Inu left inexplicably, why did he feel that his father was strange today?

Soon, Lin Hao arrived at the top of the Dragon Palace, and was shocked when he
saw the old Dragon King's real body, Holy shit, this dragon is really fucking big!

If this were a mount, it would be so powerful, this dragon must be tens of
thousands of metres long, right?

This dragon must be 10,000 metres long, right?

"What you're thinking is not very practical." The old Dragon King muffled his

voice and flirted.

That voice was so loud that it shook Lin Hao's ears and eyes with pain.

"No...... Old Dragon King what do you want from the boy?" Lin Hao smiled
sarcastically, this old dragon king can't read minds?

If you anger it, a mouthful of swallowing, you are not enough to stuff yourself,
right?



"I know why you've come, that thing is in the Dragon Clan's Void Number Space,
which is also a treasure trove opened up by my Dragon Clan, you can understand it as a spiritual
domain, but you'll have to rely on your own efforts to find that thing."

"Don't worry, the Dragon Clan treasure vault will be opened in a few days, but you
have a lot of competitors." The old dragon king spoke with a little bit of teasing in his words.

Lin Hao frowned, the item was in the dragon treasury, and instead of giving it to

him directly, the other party asked him to find it?

A competitor? Who was it?

"They're here." The old dragon king suddenly spoke, snorting and spewing out

two streams of haze mist from his nostrils, which turned into a curtain of light, and the image that
appeared inside was the situation outside the dragon clan's entrance island.

But there was no one in sight!

The next moment, Lin Hao saw a dazzling silver light rolling in from far and near,
the silver light was connected in the sky, a thousand silver lights a little red, the leader had a

dazzling blood red light, extremely eye-catching in the silver light.



This light curtain could also hear the outside world, even without being on the spot,
Lin Hao felt that a thousand armies were coming like heavenly soldiers coming in clouds and
mist.

"God's will, guard the faith, charge!"

Thousands of people shouted in unison, sound waves rolled out, the sea lifted tens
of metres high, and the terrifying spiritual pressure formed a terrifying vortex that swept away.

The corners of Lin Hao's mouth twitched fiercely, isn't this fucking ......
competition a bit much?

Thousands of silver-armoured soldiers, holding cross holy swords neatly in the air,
finally stopped above the island.

Lin Hao already recognized what these people were through the other party's dress
as well as slogans, the people of the Holy See!

The silver-clad crusaders, led by the silver-clad, red-robed leader, should be the

commander of the crusaders, the Cardinal Archbishop.

The Holy See has come to join in the fun?



That's not all!

A roar of heavenly fury once again rolled in from afar.

"Holy Sword of the White Emperor, follow me with your swords, Ulla!"

A hundred or so sturdy polar bear-like monsters sped from afar, their aura surging,
although they only looked like a hundred or so, the fierce and warlike aura of their bodies

instantly strangled the aura of the silver-clad crusaders, and their aura even overshadowed the

silver-clad crusaders.
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The corners of Lin Hao's mouth twitched, well, the Soviet War Bears were here too.

It seemed that the Angelic Church would not be absent either.

Sure enough, after those hundreds of war bears transformed into bare-chested
pugilists, a six-manifold holy light descended from the sky and densely covered the sky.

The Angelic Church? Fuzzy Shan closed the west dyeing Yi Lu? The court was

coming!



"By the will of God, holy light descends upon the earth to judge the judgment!"

As a higher than one slogan rang out, in the six-manifold pillar of light, angels
with wings on their backs, dressed in battle armour and holding angelic swords slowly descended,
men and women, handsome men and women, each seemingly one of a thousand handsome men
and women.

The leader was a man with wings of gold on his back, who slowly descended in

an elegant and gentlemanly manner, with an uncommonly high profile.

But the three parties met, no one paid any attention to anyone, far apart, as if afraid
of being misunderstood they have any relationship to die, and look at each other in a bad way, if
it were usual, they probably would have fought directly.

"The angel with the golden wings leading the angelic order is Yarcoon, the
archangel, Keldren, peak realm of the sixth class."

"On the side of the Holy See is Cardinal Archbishop, Noxodes, early seventh

degree. Grand Commander of the Soviet War Bears, Deske, peak sixth degree." The old Dragon

King also very thoughtfully introduced Lin Hao to the strength of these people.

Lin Hao didn't pass out at that moment, "I thank you, thank your whole family,
what kind of opponents have you found for me!



Even the Seventh Grade Demigod realm is coming to join the fun, so what's the
point of playing!

"What about me? Where are my people?" Lin Hao asked, he was only a tiny
Illusionary Spirit Master who had just reached the late fourth rank, so how could he play with these

big guys?

At the same time, Lin Hao's face was also very ugly, except for China's immortal

slaves, almost all of China's highest fighting forces, but all of them were involved in the River

Styx and couldn't get away.

This trio of forces could even gather so many powerful places, their hearts are
punishable!

The old Dragon King was superficially friendly with himself, and even let his own
son get involved with him, but he was doing all these things openly and secretly.

It is also his own bad luck to get involved in this kind of whirlpool, otherwise his
wife and children would be in a hot bed, wouldn't it smell good?

"Ling Yun, and my son Ao Dog is not enough?" The old Dragon King asked

rhetorically.



"Enough is enough." Lin Hao waved his hand without moving, while in his heart,
he made a secret note, "Your son? Your sons are probably all the ones you sent to spy on me,
right?

It seems that even Ao Dog can't be trusted anymore, so I have to be more careful.

The three forces must be watched out for, and the least of these three forces is

hundreds of people, so I guess the strength of their men is not too weak.

This is bound to be a tiger fight, but Lin Hao plans to keep a low profile, stifle his
voice, and let them each fight.

When Ling Yun saw Lin Hao return, her expression was a little strained.

"What's wrong Lin Hao?My father didn't give you a hard time, did he?What did

he say to you?" Ao Dog ran over with gusto.

"Your father said that he would betroth you to me, and if we were truly in love, I
could strip off your dragon tendons and use them as a belt." Lin Hao spoke without good humour.

"Crap! You, don't scare me, I don't like men." Ao Dog was so frightened that

goosebumps fell all over his body, almost transforming into his true form in place to the extent

that he did.



At the same time, he gulped in fear: "My father really said that? You think you're
a female praying mantis, if you love it, you have to eat it!"

Ling Yun knocked Ao Dog's head, "You're stupid, aren't you?

"I'm scared to death." Ao Dog sighed in relief and complained to Lin Hao, "Lin
Hao next time you can't make such jokes, I'm scared to death."

Lin Hao didn't say anything, but stared at Ao Dog with a deadly gaze, after Ao
Dog was so scared by Lin Hao's stare, Lin Hao then withdrew his gaze and silently walked to the

side and sat down.

Ao Dog was baffled, then poked Ling Yun's shoulder with his finger, "Ling Yun, is
he alright? Why does it feel weird?"
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Lin Hao suddenly opened his mouth and told them about the situation outside.

Ao Dog didn't feel anything, but Ling Yun frowned, she finally understood why

Lin Hao felt weird when he came back.

No wonder Lin Hao was staring at Ao Dog so much just now, because the dragons
could not be trusted!



Lin Yun was very sensible and did not say anything, this was in the middle of the
Dragon Palace, there were dragon eyes everywhere, even if they had their aura condensed sound

it would be useless, as usual the old Dragon King would find out.

Not long after, a strong spatial fluctuation came, and a huge whirlpool began to

form on the sea, and in the middle of the whirlpool was a huge empty door shining with starlight!

The dragon? The Dragon? The treasury of the clan was opened!

The Cardinal's Holy Sword pointed forward, and a thousand crusaders stabbed

forward with their holy swords in unison, the silver light all turning into neat arcs, I don't know
how powerful it was, but it looked pretty good.

"Charge!"

The crusaders turned into a silver torrent and rushed into the empty door in an
instant, the war bear roared and rushed in as a white bear too.

Cadrien looked at the enemies who were scrambling to rush in and sneered, "A
bunch of reckless people."

Keldryn raised his angelic sword, "In the name of God, let the holy light shine in
every corner of the earth, go!"



A six-manifold star lit up and the angels also rushed into the empty gate.

In the middle of the dragon palace, a dragon clan also came over and let Lin Hao
and the others enter the treasure trove, but they took the back door of the dragon clan, and the

three of them passed through the empty door as a small group.

But this treasure trove didn't seem to be quite like what Lin Hao had

imagined ......

Lin Hao didn't know if they were lucky or unlucky, as soon as they entered they

landed at the location of a city, and as soon as they landed, they were immediately surrounded by

the local soldiers.

These soldiers were not too low in strength, dressed in rather primitive attire,
mostly using animal skins as the main material for their clothes, and generally had the realm of a

third or fourth grade Illusionary Spirit Master.

"Foreign intruders, you are not welcome here, get out!" The leader, the head
soldier, was actually speaking in dragon language.

Lin Hao looked around in confusion, this was a city constructed of huge stones,
very grand and magnificent, there were still many curious people in animal skin clothes around

looking at them, this was the so-called dragon treasure trove?



But one very obvious feature of this place was that everything was particularly big

except for the people.

Ow!

Ao Dog let out a dragon roar and rose up into the sky in his true form, emitting a
monstrous dragon might.

Bang, bang, bang!

Everyone on the scene knelt down.

"It's Dragon Might, it's Dragon Might, it's the Dragon God who has returned! Has
the Dragon God finally returned? The Dragon God has finally taken pity on their people!"

"Worshipping the Lord Dragon God!"

"Greetings to the Dragon God!"

A large crowd of people fell to their knees around them, devoutly, but they were
kneeling towards Lin Hao and Ling Yun, it was as if they couldn't even see the thousand meter

divine dragon that day, but the actual dragon might made them think that Ling Yun or Lin Hao

was the dragon race.



Come on, this pit's passive skill had kicked in again.

This matter alarmed the city lord, a majestic old man with white hair and a realm

that was even at the early stage of the Fifth Realm, the city lord of Monolith City personally

greeted them, and everyone fell to their knees in a big way wherever they went.

Ao Dog followed behind the two men with a depressed look on his face.

On the way, he learnt that this was the Boulder City, one of the twelve cities of the
Dragon Clan, and that it was originally the territory of the Dragon Clan, but in fact, it was just
occupied by these people after the Dragon Clan had left.

When he arrived at the city lord's residence, Lin Hao looked at Ao Dog

speechlessly, "This is your dragon tribe's treasure trove? Are you sure you're not joking with
me?"

"No, but it's also my first time here, after all, no clan member from our dragon

group has set foot in this area for ten thousand years." Ao Dog shrugged his shoulders and told Lin
Hao that this was the Dragon Clan Treasure Vault, and the birthplace of the Dragon Clan.

However, this involved a very long history, back before the Immortal Court was

broken, the Witch Clan came in force, and the Dragon Clan even poured out their nest to get a

piece of the pie, this involved the Hou Tu Niangniang and her clan during that time.
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In the end, the dragon race was defeated, the twelve ancestral witches were killed and injured, and
the dragons became prisoners of the Immortal Court, imprisoned in what is now the Dragon

Palace, where they were cultivated as a base for the taming of mounts.

Later, when the Immortal Court shattered, the dragon mounts that had fought with

the Immortal Court in the north and south were also finished, leaving those in the Dragon Palace,
imprisoned all year round, except for Ao Dog, who was special and could enter and leave the East
Sea.

There are no traces of the dragon race left in this birthplace of the dragons, but the
human race that was born here along with the world has developed quite well.

But the cultural differences with the outside world are still very huge.

The ancestral land of the dragon clan naturally had countless secret treasures of the
dragon clan, so there was nothing wrong with calling it the Dragon Treasure Trove, right?

Lin Hao, who knew the truth, almost lost tears in his eyes.

He had realised that something was wrong, the treasure to unlock the Eastern Sea
Cage was probably in here, and the reason they were let in was to help the Dragon Clan unlock the
ban!



Lin Hao was a little scared, if this was unlocked and the dragons were freed from

the cage, what kind of terrifying existence would the dragons who had been resting and

recuperating for over 20,000 years come out in full force?

Therefore, he had to find a way to muddy up the waters!

Muddying the waters, Lin Hao was a professional!

Lin Hao had three sets, ah no, two sets of animal skin clothes sent to him, one for
Lin Hao and one for Ling Yun, which Ao Dog didn't need at all and it would be a waste to give

him, which made Ao Dog a little upset.

Lin Hao and Ling Yun each put on their beast skin clothes, Lin Hao did not need to
suppress his realm, while Ling Yun suppressed his realm aura from the late sixth rank to the early

fifth rank realm to appear less conspicuous.

Not to mention, when Ling Yun wore the animal skin clothes, there was a hint of
wildness in her softness, and with her pretty appearance and her own temperament, she instantly
became the goddess of Boulder City.

For the next two days, Lin Hao did not go out and ate and drank inside Monolith

City, but he asked the Monolith City Lord to send a large number of soldiers out to look for signs

of intruders and report them as soon as they were found, while even Ao Dog was also sent out.



Ao Dog reluctantly went out to play. After confirming that Ao Dog had completely
left, Ling Yun and Lin Hao then let go of their hands.

"Don't worry, the current situation of the dragon tribe doesn't allow them to extend

their hands so far, they are afraid that they will only be able to control a part of the place, so we
can discuss what to do next." Ling Yun's beautiful eyes darted to look at Lin Hao, "Do you already
have some kind of plan."

"There is a not so mature plan, that is to muddy the waters, the best is to let the
three forces fight to the death, the best is to destroy all of them, I am a professional at muddling

the waters, don't we have a professional muddler? Wouldn't it be a waste if we didn't use it?" Lin
Hao grinned lightly, things didn't seem that bad.

With Ao Dog as the stirring tool man, it was a waste not to use him, with him
stirring like that, I guess those people could do it all by themselves.

"You're really bad." Ling Yun was so angry and amused, but not to mention, it
was quite exciting, but Ling Yun also noticed that Lin Hao didn't seem optimistic about this

dragon treasure trove expedition.

To be honest, the other side was very strong and numerous, but the three of them
matched? Shan land land land service cover love? Together, they were still able to stir them up,
and the chances of winning were very good, but Ling Yun always felt that Lin Hao was harbouring
something on his mind.

Lin Hao didn't tell Ling Yun about his worries, and Ling Yun didn't ask much.



"Haha, Lin Hao guess what I found out? Let's go, let's watch the fun." Ao Dog
suddenly appeared in front of Lin Hao out of nowhere, giving Lin Hao a big surprise.

Lin Hao was so angry that he didn't want to go up and kick the bastard twice, this
guy's passivity was really pitiful, coming out of the cold could scare you to death!

Lin Hao glared at him viciously, "If there's no hilarity, don't want your dragon
tendons!"

Ao Dog shuddered and didn't say anything. He pulled Lin Hao and Ling Yun

along and sped to a huge canyon a hundred kilometres away from Boulder City.

Without Ao Dog reminding him, Lin Hao had already seen and even heard it.
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The canyon was riddled with light, a horrible tyrannical aura swept around, and the canyon gave
way to a dry collapse.

"Sukaburet, come together, Ulla!" Seven war bears in costume roared in fury,
striking the air with their bare hands, erupting in a burst of sonic booms, crumbling hard boulders

instantly with a single punch, these seven war bear powerhouses, all of them in the early fifth rank

realm, were mixing with a squad of angels.



The Six-Mangled Star Formation!

A six-mans star glow lit up, relying on the advantage of their wings, they flew

continuously and fluidly through the air, wielding the Sword of Judgement in their hands one after
another, a blazing crimson sword qi incising out, both sides fighting back and forth.

In the distance, a squad of a hundred men stood watching, without the slightest
intention of participating, the silver-clad crusaders of the Holy See.

The angelic guard captain, Yalcoyne, looked at the silver-clad crusaders in the

distance and frowned, what were these bastards thinking watching from afar? What were these

bastards thinking watching from afar?

The Angels were worried, and so were theWar Bears. The two sides seemed to be
fighting each other with the same ferocity as if they were bitter enemies, but in fact neither side
had broken out completely, just to prevent the Papal Silverclad Crusaders from sneaking in.

"What's the situation?" Lin Hao asked Ao Dog next to him while taking out beer

and drinks, melon seeds and cigarettes and eight-poached porridge from the time return space.

The corners of Ao Dog's mouth twitched as he looked at the things Lin Hao had

brought out, "I told you to come over and watch the fun, but you really brought out melons as a

crowd?

Even the stool was brought out, you're really a pro at eating melons!



"This canyon, there is a wounded sixth grade spirit beast lion tiger, and wounded,
that lion tiger's spirit core can have a certain chance to let the sixth grade illusionary spirit master
raise a small realm, is the absolute treasure of breakthrough, the first is found by the war bear, and
then the angel also followed over, the two sides dry up, the result just fight, the silver-clad
crusaders also sprang up, you say is not lively? " Ao Dog had already given the general situation.

Lin Hao's eyes lit up, can ah, in order to seize the treasure to kill the goods?

This kind of muddy water good thing Lin Hao can like too much, these guys want
to finish the calf, that lion tiger's spirit core he also want!

"Ao Dog, come here for a moment." Lin Hao waved at Ao Dog, then whispered a
few words in Ao Dog's ear.

After hearing this, Ao Dog's face instantly fell, "Damn, you're really ruthless, do
you not treat your enemies as human beings, or do you not treat me as a human being!"

"Are you a human being? Hurry up and go, I'll roast a good roast and wait for you
ow." Lin? Wu Xi Di closed zero zero West Whisker? Hao said and moved out the spirit beast

meat, grill, got out smokeless coals and engaged in grilling.

The grilled meat was a great success.



Ao Dog, who had eaten spirit animal meat once, had tears flowing down from the

corners of his mouth indisputably, dry!

Ao Dog ran over brightly and then stood right next to that Crusader squad leader,
looking at the battle ahead with his hands on his chest.

"Lin Hao, what bad things are you thinking about again?" Ling Yun looked

curiously at Ao Dog who was standing inside the silver-clad crusaders.

"Just watch, aren't they not doing their best? Give them a little spice." Lin Hao
laughed heatedly, then took out a handful of cumin and sprinkled it on the roast meat.

"Almost done." Ao Dog stretched and dodged out, a war bear soldier was dodging
Yarkon's fiery sword qi when Ao Dog suddenly appeared and kicked at the war bear, the war bear
had avoided the sword qi, but instead of avoiding it, he was kicked by Ao Dog, and instead of

avoiding it, he charged hard into the to crimson sword qi.

Poof!

The terrifying sword qi directly split the war bear's thick skin, revealing a
blood-drenched hideous wound.

Roar!



"Sukabelete, who just kicked me! Who did it, come forward!" The war bear
roared, he had clearly felt kicked, but there was no one around!

But the sword had wounded him, and at the same time, it had aroused his

fierceness! "Yarkon, he dares to hit my brother, fuck him!"

"Ulla!"

The leading war bear soldier shouted, and all the rest of the war bear soldiers

roared in anger, their bodies once again surged into a three-metre tall giant, white light surging
around them, none of them had any intention to stay their hand any longer.

Chapter 2338

Yarkon was furious: "What a bunch of pigs you all are! If I wanted to fight you, I would have done
it already!"

But the war bears didn't listen to your nonsense. They had agreed to wait for the

Crusaders to enter and then join forces against them, but you suddenly attacked them.

The bears leapt up and were no less agile in the air than the angels.

Yarkon also had a black face, telling his men to try to avoid them and pull the

battlefield as far as possible towards the silver-clad crusaders.



These simple-minded people were stupid, but he wasn't. To fight them would be

a lose-lose situation, and the Crusaders would get the advantage for nothing.

The Crusaders' captains were not stupid, so they didn't understand what Alcorn

was saying, and when the other side came closer, they retreated a little, not giving them a chance

to get closer!

"Ox, calm down!" Yarkon shouted in anxiety, seeing that the war bear captain Ox
was about to slap one of his men with his claws, he gritted his teeth and came swooping down

with his angel sword in hand, his wings shaking violently, turning into a stream of light and

speeding towards him.

However, Yarkon's Angel Sword was slapped horizontally, not wanting to hurt the
War Bear's men, lest the conflict intensify again, but originally just wanting to use the sword to

slap the other side away and stagger the attack.

Who knew that suddenly Yarkon found that his sword was not under his control,
as if someone had grabbed his hand, no matter how he struggled, it was useless.

There was a poof!

Yarkon's blade pierced directly into the chest of a war bear, who looked
dumbfounded at the sword that had penetrated four or five inches into his chest.



How the hell are you going to calm me down when you've stabbed me in the

heart?

Howl!

The war bear soldier who had been stabbed by Yarkon let out a roar of rage and

pulled out his sword with a strong pain, and his whole body rose again, his aura surging with
tyranny.

Yarkon was dumbfounded, the mysterious force that was controlling him had

suddenly disappeared, damn it, what the hell!

It was too late for Yarkon to react, and the dying War Bear soldier chose to give

Yarkon a love burst before he died.

It really was a love burst burst!

Boom!

The bear soldier blew himself up with his arms around Yarkon, and the terrifying
energy shockwave swept around him, sending Yarkon spitting blood and retreating in a mess, his
battle armour falling to pieces, revealing bloodied wounds beneath his armour.



It is true that Yarkon is a peak fifth-ranked Illusionary Spirit Master, but to have a
fifth-ranked junior at close range? But at close range, a fifth-ranking primary? But even if a

fifth-ranked powerhouse exploded at close range, it wouldn't be able to survive!

"Avenge our brothers!" Oxy roared and led the rest of the war bears to lunge

forward, and as for the silver-clad crusaders who were watching, fuck them, let's kill these
hypocritical angels before we do anything else!

"Stop it, all of you! Someone just grabbed my hand, I didn't mean to stab him,
there's an invisible man! There's definitely an invisible man, it's those Crusader bastards who are
stirring up trouble!" Yalcoyne was quick to argue, but the war bears didn't listen, each one rushing
up with red eyes, as if they wanted to tear the winged birds alive.

At Yarkon's request, the angels could only defend themselves passively, saving
their strength.

In this situation, how could Ao'dog let the other side have their way?

Seeing that Oxy's kick towards Yarkon was about to fall short.

Ao Dog quickly rushed over and ah hit!

Very sweetly, he helped Oakes to correct the force and angle of the kick, just in
time for Oakes' big kick of 70 or 80 yards to cover Yarcoon's face directly.



Oogie snaps his fingers in satisfaction: perfect!

BANG!

Yarcoon was kicked by Oakes, leaving a face-covering harmonic on his face, the
bridge of his nose was flattened and nosebleed gushed out like a fountain.

"Fark! Fight, fight me to death, these stupid pigs deserve to die!" The man who
was kicked in the face, Yarkon, was also completely furious, cursing people without revealing
their shortcomings, hitting people without hitting their faces, you don't know how to hit the face,
it's fucking disfiguring, who can bear it?

Super Son-in-law Chapter 2339-2340
Chapter 2339

"By the will of God, holy light descends upon the earth to execute judgment!" The five female
angels rose up to the sky, their bodies shining with holy white light, their wings fiercely unfolded,
the angelic swords in their hands pointed to the sky with a sword, and with a poof, the blades
burned with a blazing flame, and a holy light fell from the sky on the five of them.

"Six-Manifold Formation!" One by one, the remaining angels flung out their prison
star formations, trying to trap these war bears.

But the war bears were renowned for their brute strength, and with a roar of rage,
they smashed the six-manifold formation in front of them with a single claw, roaring as they rose
up into the sky once more, aiming precisely at those five female angels.



The five female angels were storing up their energy for a big move, and they

didn't want to give their opponent a big hit, even if their skin was thick and fleshy!

"Stop them!"

The two sides were standing in a heap, fires were flying, roars and roars of energy
colliding, all red in the face at this time, no one cared about the Crusaders next to them.

"This is too bad for you, isn't it? People are obviously acting properly, and you

have to make people fake it." On the canyon, Ling Yun, who was enjoying the roasted meat of the

spirit beast, was also crying and laughing when she saw this divine operation.

Ao Dog did this, surely Lin Hao told? Shan'erdi whisked away the grasping of Lu
Wu dye? This sowing of dissension is simply no one else's.

"Want some beer or not?" Lin Hao smiled, this is only where to ah? Can't you see
that the crusaders are watching from the side? Did Lin Hao allow them to do that? Absolutely

not!

"I'll have the white." Ling Yun's face was slightly drunk, but she didn't want to
drink beer, she wanted to drink the strongest wine and ride the wildest ...... ah shucks, watch the
most hilarious drama.



Lin Hao threw a bottle of Old White Dry to Ling Yun, at this time Ao Dog ran
back, carrying a fan of spirit beast thigh meat and gnawed on it, while gnawing also said vaguely:
"Lin, Lin Hao, I did a beautiful job here? Do you want to give them a handful of fierce ingredients?
I don't think that's enough."

"Nonsense, of course it's not lively enough, let those silver-clad crusaders not stay
idle either." Lin Hao casually sprinkled a handful of chilli noodles on the fan of meat in Ao Dog's
hand.

"It's not ready yet, what's the hurry." Ao Dog took several bites of the roast meat

and dropped it on the grill again, "It's not cooked, I'll be right back!"

But the Ao dog who just left turned around and ran back, hetui at the roast meat he
had just eaten!

Lin Hao: ？？？？

Ling Yun: ????

"Bastard, are you disgusting!"

"Hehehe, I'm just afraid that you guys will steal it." Ao Dog hemmed and hawed,
before he slipped away.



Ling Yun looked at Lin Hao with a black face, "Why don't we sell him?"

"Not so much not so much, just change the grill, if you feel unbalanced, give him
that piece of open meat hetui too, spice it up a bit, he's the only one eating that piece of meat
anyway." Lin Hao waved his hand and moved out another barbecue grill.

"Huh, that's too disgusting, I can't do that kind of thing." Ling Yun had a

disgusted look on her face.

The battle over there had also reached a fever pitch, and although several War

Bear soldiers tried desperately to interrupt those five female angels from building up their strength,
they only ended up shooting down one female angel.

Four of the female angels still managed to finish building up their energy.

"In the name of God, judge these people who have sinned beyond pardon!"

The four female angels held blazing angelic swords in their hands, and as their

words fell, the holy light surrounding their bodies was exceptionally holy, and the angelic swords
containing the terror in their hands fell down violently!

In a flash, four lights like a blazing sun blossoming with blinding red light

descended from the sky.



"Run!"

The War Bear soldiers' faces changed dramatically and they turned and ran, the
angels also retreated quickly, they themselves knew best how powerful this move was.

Rumble~!

Four earth-shattering explosions rang out, and the place where they were hit was

like the shockwave of a nuclear bomb explosion, forming a mushroom cloud of crimson flames

that shot up into the sky!

But originally, all four judgments were aimed straight at the soldiers, but the
moment they fell, two of them suddenly deviated and were reversed by some unknown external

force, landing hard in the middle of the watching crusaders, who could not even dodge them in

time.

Chapter 2340

What had been a good time eating and watching was given a dry run in the blink of an eye!

"Yarcoon, I'll f*ck you up!"

"Bastards, kill them!"



The Crusaders' squad of hundreds of men were blasted twice, losing thirty-four
Crusaders on the spot and seriously injuring a dozen, and the Crusaders were furiously cursing.

You guys are fighting, and I'm watching the action? F*ck it, do him!

"What are you doing!" The trial had killed three of the six War Bears and seriously

wounded one of them. What do you want?

"Captain, I, I am not under control, the moment the judgment fell just now, it was
as if a big invisible hand had taken control of me ......," the two female angels were also
aggrieved.

Yarkon remembered what happened before? Yi dyed Shanxi Yi Di Lu Yi?
situation, this must have an invisible man around to make trouble!

The most troublesome thing is that the war bear has basically lost its threat, they
are almost the same ah, except for him, only five angels are left to maintain the fighting power,
and the five female angels, one was slapped away by the war bear and ruined, the remaining four
have just executed the trial, exhausted their power, simply can not continue to participate in the

battle, a fart.

"Misunderstanding, this is all a misunderstanding! There must be a quartet of
forces here to muddy the waters and sow discord, if we really fought, we'd be trapped." Yarcoon
hastily explained, we can't fight any more, there are definitely handing quartet forces here to

muck things up!



"Bullshit! Yarkon, you want to kill us all and get the lion tiger's spirit core all to
yourself!" Ox yelled in anger, "I'll fight you to the death!"

"Handing over the four forces? Pah, you mean the savages roasting on that cliff?
Yarkon, you don't even know how to find a better lie! Defend the faith! Charge!!!" The crusader
captains didn't care so much, and rushed towards the angels in a silver torrent.

As for Lin Hao and the others, these people had already discovered that it was just
two indigenous savages, the highest being only the highest early fifth rank, posing no threat.

"Kill them! Follow me with your swords! Ulla." Ox followed with the same roar,
but they didn't do anything at all, just shouted and didn't work, and with the other war bear

soldier who kept fighting, they dragged the injured war bear soldier and turned and ran.

Slipped away.

On the canyon, Ling Yun laughed, "Lin Hao, they called you a savage, aren't you
angry?"

"Bullshit, it was clearly you who said that, although my path is quite wild, I'm not

a savage either." Lin Hao laughed without good humour.

"You're the wild man." Ling Yun cried blindly, and then looked over at the war

bear, where Ox was actually trying to take the opportunity to slip away to the injured Lion Tiger's



cave, trying to take advantage of the gap between the Crusader and the Angel tangling to finish off
the Lion Tiger and run away with the Spirit Core.

"Lin Hao look, they want to muddle through, what should we do, are we going to
make a move?" Ling Yun was already preparing to unseal her own breath.

"What's the rush, didn't they say we were savages, I'll show them what it means to

be a savage." Lin Hao said and stood up violently, picking up a stone and smashing it towards the
Crusaders and the others.

"Woola woola, woola woola!" Shouting strange noises from his hands, he drew
everyone's attention to him, then pointed at Ox and the three of them, squealing and yelling words
that even he couldn't understand.

But they also saw Ox and the others, who were ready to sneak off with their
treasure, according to the direction Lin Hao was pointing.

"Shett, stop, let's finish off that Ox and his gang first, how about we split this Lion

Tiger Spirit Core equally!" Yarkon yelled, he already had the intention of retreating, he couldn't
do that to the Crusaders, the other side had a large number of soldiers with the ability to fight, so
what the hell.

"You want to kill my men and still want to work with me to share the treasure?
You've got a face, Yalcorn!" The crusader cursed angrily and immediately ordered the first squad

to divide eight men to chase after Ox, while the rest continued to deal with Yarkon!
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